YESsafe
AppPortal+

Integration SDK & APIs
YESsafe AppPortal+ provides open APIs, to enable developers to
leverage the security features of YESsafe AppPortal+. This can greatly
reduce their development efforts and enable enterprises to quickly
launch secure mobile applications at a faster speed. It not only enhances
the user authentication process, it also improves user experience by
personalizing configurable application portal, and providing self-service
and SSO capabilities.

System Security Features
Environmental Security Scan

Policy Control Based on Scanning Results

Scan the operation system and installed apps
to detect any risks on mobile devices.

Based on the scanning results, company can
determine the action for launching and limiting
the functions of integrated apps.

Additional Security Features

+

Fast Enrolment and Device Insight

Data Encryption Protection

Quickly collect mobile devices and endpoints
information individually after the user has
successfully enrolled from different devices.
View a complete inventory of users’ devices
via a dashboard, useful for auditing and
security oversight.

Provides a secured environment for enterprises
during data transmission:
- Supports International standard encryption
Algorithms and China SM standards
- Supports E2EE
- Supports message authentication to ensure data
integrity during transmission

Device Fingerprint Technology

Contextual Authentication

Captures information about the mobile

Provides contextual authentication feature to

device for identification purpose during user

leverage a wide range of identity-related

enrolment process, leveraging on such

contextual data (e.g. geographic location,

information for data encryption and

time-of-day and endpoint identity) to elevate the

prevention of device and application cloning.

trust of the authentication process and dynamically

It detects the state of the mobile device, e.g.

change the authentication process to verify user

Jail-broken, OS version etc. to determine the

identity by various factors gathered from the user

appropriate authentication factors.

during the authentication process.
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